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Abstract
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) have achieved rapid progress in learning
rich data distributions. However, we argue about two main issues in existing
techniques. First, the low quality problem where the learned distribution has
massive low quality samples. Second, the missing modes problem where the
learned distribution misses some certain regions of the real data distribution. To
address these two issues, we propose a novel prior that captures the whole real
data distribution for GANs, which are called PriorGANs. To be specific, we
adopt a simple yet elegant Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to build an explicit
probability distribution on the feature level for the whole real data. By maximizing
the probability of generated data, we can push the low quality samples to high
quality. Meanwhile, equipped with the prior, we can estimate the missing modes in
the learned distribution and design a sampling strategy on the real data to solve the
problem. The proposed real data prior can generalize to various training settings
of GANs, such as LSGAN, WGAN-GP, SNGAN, and even the StyleGAN. Our
experiments demonstrate that PriorGANs outperform the state-of-the-art on the
CIFAR-10, FFHQ, LSUN-cat, and LSUN-bird datasets by large margins.
1 Introduction
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [8] have achieved great success in learning high dimen-
sional probability distributions. The capability of GANs advances many important and useful
applications, like high quality image generation [15, 4], image-to-image translation [14, 33], image
editing [23, 9], and so on. However, GANs still suffer from the unstable training process.
Many recent works [24, 19, 2, 10, 20] focus on stabilizing the training process of GANs. Despite their
success, there are still two main issues in current GANs. First, the learned distribution always contains
massive low quality samples. We refer to this phenomenon as the low quality problem. Second,
the learned distribution misses certain areas of real data distribution. We refer to this phenomenon
as the missing modes (also known as mode dropping) problem. We have carefully studied these
two problems and observed that they may be caused by the inaccurate gradient direction from the
discriminator.
Ideally, the gradient direction of the discriminator to the generator will make the generated data
distribution as close to the real data distribution as possible. However, we found that in practice, the
discriminator cannot achieve the theoretical optimal point due to insufficient iteration number or
limited fitting ability. In this situation, the gradient direction given by the discriminator is sometimes
inaccurate. Previous methods [10, 20] try to solve the inaccurate gradient problem with the Lipschitz
constraint for the discriminator. But the Lipschitz constraint will further limit the capability of the
discriminator so that it still can not provide accurate gradient for the generated data. More recent
work LGAN [39] proved that penalizing Lipschitz constant guarantees the gradient for generated
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data is accurate, but it requires the discriminator need to be optimal before each iteration of generator
training, which is impractical for GANs training.
To address these issues, we adopt an auxiliary model to help the generated data get the accurate
gradient direction. We propose to build an explicitly prior to the real data distribution for GANs,
which we call PriorGANs. Specifically, we choose to adopt the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
to establish a probabilistic model for the real data distribution. Equipped with this model, we can
address both issues. For the low quality issue, we can apply the model to estimate the probability of
each generated image, the probability can also indicate image quality. By encouraging the low quality
samples to get a higher probability in the model, low quality samples will get a gradient direction to
the real data nearby. Therefore the low quality problem could be solved. We call this the quality loss.
For the missing modes issue, we can take full advantage of the GMM model to divide the real data
into several groups. Each group may represent a specific mode. Then we can get the densities of the
real data in each group. During the training process of GANs, we can estimate the densities of the
generated data in each group. If the density of generated data in a group is lower (or higher) than real
data, we will increase (or decrease) the sampling frequency of the real data in that group for the next
training iteration. We call this the resampling strategy. It will help the generative model solve the
missing modes problem.
The proposed PriorGAN is simple, flexible, and general. Our experiments demonstrate that it is
suitable for various types of GANs, and it outperforms state-of-the-art GAN frameworks, including
LSGAN, WGAN-GP, SNGAN and StyleGAN, on CIFAR-10, FFHQ, LSUN-cat and LSUN-bird
datasets by large margins.
In summary, our key contributions are:
1. We demonstrate the low quality and missing modes problems in current GANs and demon-
strate the cause of these two problems on toy examples.
2. We propose real data prior for GANs(PriorGANs), equipped with the prior, we propose the
quality loss and resampling strategy help current GANs solve these problems.
3. Our experiments demonstrate that PriorGANs outperform state-of-the-art GAN frameworks
on various datasets by large margins.
2 Related Work
Over the past years, GANs have achieved significant attention in the deep learning community.
Massive works are proposed to improve the performance of GANs. In this section, we will briefly
review them. Also, we will review some classical algorithms about modeling data distribution.
Generative Adversarial Nets. Early works about GANs try to solve the unstable training process
of GANs, many works focus on proposing new loss functions to solve this problem. For example,
LSGAN [19] replace the original BCE loss with the proposed least square loss. WGAN [2] proposes
the Wasserstein distance and weight clipping to achieve the Lipschitz condition. Later work began to
notice the Lipschitz condition. Some typical works are as follows: WGAN-GP [2] further introduce
the gradient penalty to achieve the Lipschitz condition. SNGAN [20] proposes Spectral Normalization
to achieve Lipschitz condition for training GANs. More recent works [7, 21, 5] design task-specific
loss functions for GANs. Meanwhile, some works aim to improve the diversity of the GANs, for
instance, VEEGAN [28] and CVAE-GAN [3] proposes to reconstruct the images in the pixel level to
avoid the missing modes problems. MS-GAN [18] proposes a loss term that maximizes the ratio of
the distance between generated images with respect to the corresponding latent codes. Besides new
loss functions, there are also some works [24, 15, 38, 16] focus on using different network structures
and training strategies for training. In contrast to these methods, our method proposes to build explicit
real data prior to solving these problems.
Build Prior for Data Distribution. There are various methods that aim to build the prior for
underlying data distribution. For example, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [32], Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) [13], and the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [35, 26], all assume the
data distribution follow a simple assumption. But they have difficulty modeling complex patterns
of irregular distributions. Later works, such as the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [29], Markov
Random Field (MRF) [25], and restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) [27]. limiting their results
on texture patches, digital numbers, due to a lack of effective feature representations. Instead of
building the model directly on the pixel space, we leverage the successful feature presentation of the
CNNs [11, 30] and build the model on these feature representations.
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Figure 1: An example of low quality problem(a,b) and missing modes problem(c,d) in GANs training
on toy examples, (a) and (c) show the gradient of vanilla GAN, (b) and (d) show the gradient of our
proposed PriorGAN.
3 Methods
Before we introduce our methods, we first give a brief introduction and our findings about current
GANs. In the vanilla GAN, the discriminator D and the generator G play the following two-player
minimax game with value function V (D,G):
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) = Ex∼pr(x)[logD(x)] + Ex∼G(z)[log(1−D(x))]. (1)
suppose pg(x) = G(z), for G fixed, the optimal discriminator D for V (D,G) is:
D∗G(x) =
pr(x)
pr(x) + pg(x)
(2)
According to the analysis in GAN [8], the global minimum of V (D∗G, G) is achieved if and only if
pg = pr. But in the practical training process of GAN, the optimal discriminator D∗G(x) is usually
hard to achieve due to insufficient training iterations or limited network capability. In this situation,
the gradient is probably incorrect for reaching the optimal pg .
To demonstrate this, we train a basic GAN [8] on two typical toy distributions. As illustrated in
Figure 1, The green points are the real data, the blue points are the generated data, the discriminator
is trained based on current real and generated data distribution. The red arrows denote the gradient of
the discriminator for each generated data. In Figure 1(a), some generated data are out of the real data
distribution. But the gradients of these low quality generated points are not correct and they can’t
move to the real data distribution. So these samples stay in the situation of low quality problem. In
Figure 1(c), we notice that the real data distribution has two main regions, but the gradient of the
generated points have the same direction to one region of the real data. This seems to be an intrinsic
cause of the missing modes problem.
To solve these problems, we propose to establish a prior model on real data to help the discriminator
solve the inaccurate gradient problem. Equipped with the prior, we can solve the problem of low
quality and missing modes. In the next section, we will first introduce how to build real data prior.
Then we present how to apply the prior as a loss term in GAN training to improve the quality of
generated images. After that, we show how to use this prior to estimate the diversity of the real and
generated data distribution. Finally, we introduce the resampling strategy to improve the diversity of
the generated samples.
3.1 Build Prior for Real Data
Building an explicit prior to the high dimensional data is very difficult and challenging, especially
for high-resolution images. This is because the real data distribution is extremely complicated to be
captured by a simple prior. Previous method [26] try to leverage the Gaussian Mixture Model(GMM)
model to build a model on the image patch level. However, the image resolution is restricted to be
very small and the generated results are really blurry. Instead of directly building the GMM model on
the pixel level, we take full advantage of the recent success of deep convolutional networks and build
the GMM model on the features extracted by the networks. The deep feature is suitable for building
the GMM model from two aspects. First, the deep feature is relatively low dimensional, which helps
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avoid the overfitting problem. Second, the deep feature is very representative and explicitly represents
the content of the image. Denote the input image as x, the deep feature extractor function as F (·). We
use a pre-trained network as feature extractor and the extracted feature dimension is d. Suppose the
GMM model has M Gaussian components, the mean vector and covariance matrix for i-th Gaussian
component are µi and Σi, respectively. Given these parameters, the density function of a Gaussian
Mixture Model takes the form
p(x|λ) =
M∑
i=1
wiN (F (x)|µi,Σi), x ∈ Pr (3)
Pr denotes real image space, wi is the mixture weights, which satisfy the constraint that
∑M
i=1 wi = 1.
And N (F (x)|µi,Σi) is a d-variate Gaussian function of the form. The complete Gaussian mixture
model is parameterized by the mean vectors, covariance matrices and mixture weights from all
component densities. These parameters are collectively represented by the notation, λ = {wi, µi,Σi}.
To estimate these parameters, we adopt the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [6] to iteratively
update them with the loss function
L =
∑
x∈Pr
− log p(x|λ). (4)
3.2 Improving Quality with Prior
Given the estimated GMM model, for a generated image x ∈ Pg , we can adopt p(x|λ) in Equation. 3
to estimate its probability. If its probability is high, it indicates that it is close to some of the real
samples and the quality is high, otherwise, it is far from real samples and the quality is poor. So
the generator should pay more attention to these poor quality samples. However, previous analysis
shows that these poor quality generated samples may get inaccurate gradient from the discriminator.
To solve this problem, we propose to utilize the prior to restrict these poor quality samples to get
a higher probability in the built GMM model. This will help the poor quality samples to have an
accurate gradient direction towards the real data distribution. Formally, given an generated image
x = G(z), G is the generator, the loss for the generator is:
LQ =
{− log p(F (G(z))|λ) if p(F (G(z))|λ) < θ
0 otherwise
, (5)
where θ is the quality threshold. The quality loss LQ mainly focuses on the low quality generated
results and will give a right gradient direction for these low quality generated samples, as illustrated
in Figure 1(b). During the training process of GANs, we give a loss weight δ to this quality loss and
apply it as an auxiliary term to update the generator besides the GAN loss.
3.3 Improving Diversity with Prior
Current GANs often suffer from the missing modes problem, the learned distribution from GANs
may miss some certain regions of the real data distribution. Therefore the key is how we can estimate
the diversity of real data distribution and find these missing regions in the learned distribution. One
possible solution is to apply the built GMM model. Specifically, if we establish a GMM model to
represent a real data distribution, then we can apply the M Gaussian components in the GMM model
to divide the real data distribution into M groups and estimate the frequency of the real samples in
each group. A sample belonging to which Gaussian component is decided by the minimum distance
to the center of each Gaussian component, as we shown in Figure 2. Suppose the number of the real
samples on the i-th Gaussian component is nri , then the frequency of the real samples on the i-th
Gaussian component is fri = n
r
i /
∑M
i n
r
i . And we have the vector [f
r
1 , f
r
2 , · · · , frM ] to represent
the diversity of the real samples. Similarly, we apply the same GMM model to get the frequency of
generated samples, which is denoted as [fg1 , f
g
2 , · · · , fgM ].
The frequency difference between the real and generated samples can indicate whether the missing
modes problem occurs. If the learned distribution misses a certain region S of the real data distribution,
and S belongs to the i-th Gaussian component of the built GMM model, then i-th learned data
frequency fgi will be smaller than the real data frequency f
r
i . So the diversity difference between real
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Figure 2: Visualization of learned GMM-based prior on FFHQ and LSUN-cat dataset, each column
are images randomly selected from the same Gaussian component. We can observe that images
within the same Gaussian component share the same attributes, like hat, hair, sunglasses for the
FFHQ or eyes, color, posture for the LSUN-cat.
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Figure 3: illustration of the pipeline of our resampling strategy.
data distribution and learned distribution can be represented by the frequency distances. Suppose the
diversity distance between real data distribution pr and learned distribution pg is denoted as
d(pr, pg) = [f
r
1 , f
r
2 , · · · , frM ]− [fg1 , fg2 , · · · , fgM ]. (6)
So d(pr, pg) is a vector with M elements, the i-th element is di(pr, pg). So the overall diversity
differences score (DDS) is
DDS(pr, pg) =
M∑
i
|di(pr, pg)|. (7)
An ideal learned distribution should satisfy DDS(pr, pg) = 0. However, the DDS is non-
differentiable and cannot be directly used as a loss function. So we optimize it in an indirect
way and proposed a resampling strategy. Considering a typical missing modes phenomenon where
the real data distribution has two regions S1 and S2, the generated samples only lies around the
S1, current discriminator can’t force the generated samples around S1 to move to S2 since the
discriminator consider the generated samples around S1 are "real enough". To overcome this problem,
we propose to change the decision boundary of the discriminator. If we sample fewer samples in S1
and more samples in S2 for training the discriminator, the decision boundary of the discriminator
will be changed. The discriminator will encourage the generated samples to move to S2 and solve the
missing modes problem, as illustrated in Figure 1(d). We call this process the resampling strategy.
This strategy will change the real data distribution in the training procedure to help the generator
overcome the missing modes problem. Formally, we use a new sampling frequency fr
′
i to sample the
real samples in the i-th Gaussian component for training. fr
′
i is decided by the original frequency
and the diversity distances:
fr
′
i = max(f
r
i + αdi(pr, pg), 0), (8)
Then we normalized the sampling frequency, fr
′
i = f
r′
i /
∑M
i f
r′
i . Such that the new sampling
frequency is between 0 and 1, α is a hyper parameter which decides the resample weight. For
f ig < f
i
r, we increase the sampling frequency of region i and decrease it if otherwise. The resampling
strategy is also illustrated in Figure 3.
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Method Inception score ↑ FID(5k)↓ FID(50k)↓
Real data 11.24±.12 8.63±.0 -
DCGAN [24] 6.64±.14 - -
LR-GANs [36] 7.17±.07 - -
Warde-Farley et al. [34] 7.72±.13 - -
WGAN-GP [10] 7.86±.08 40.2±.0 -
LGAN [39] 8.03±.03 - 15.64±.07
SNGAN [20] 8.22±.05 21.7±.21 13.78±.11
L10 BWGAN [1] 8.31±.07 - -
QAGAN [21] 8.37±.04 - 13.91±.11
WGAN-ALP [31] 8.34±.06 - 12.96±.35
PriorSNGAN(ours) 8.60±.19 18.19±.06 11.94±.18
Table 1: Inception scores and FIDs with unconditional image generation on CIFAR-10. FID(50k)
means calculating the score with 50k generated images, otherwise with 5k generated images.
Above we introduce our methods for improving quality and diversity with our proposed prior. This
prior can be integrated into various frameworks of GANs, such as WGAN-GP [10], LSGAN [19],
SNGAN [20], and even the StyleGAN [16]. This flexible combination with existing methods can
help these methods get further improvement.
4 Experiments
In this part, we conduct experiments on a large variety of generative models trained on different
datasets including CIFAR-10 [17], LSUN [37], and FFHQ [16] datasets to evaluate the performance
of our proposed methods.
Datasets. CIFAR-10 is a widely used dataset for image generation. We directly apply the original
image size 32× 32 for training. LSUN [37] is widely used for high-resolution image generation, we
choose two categories in LSUN for training and evaluation: cat and bird, which we call LSUN-cat
and LSUN-bird, respectively. LSUN-cat contains 1.6 million images and LSUN-bird contains 2.2
million images, we follow the settings in StyleGAN [16] to resize all the images to 256 × 256
resolution. FFHQ [16] is a recently high-resolution face dataset contains 70000 images, we resize
them to 256× 256 resolution for training, which we call FFHQ-256.
Evaluations. To evaluate the quality of an image set, as we mentioned earlier, the probability of each
image in our GMM model can indicate its quality. So we use the mean of normalized image density
in Equation 3 to evaluate the quality of an image set, calculated as: 1K
∑K
i=1 norm(log(p(xi|λ))),
K is the number of images in the image set1. We named it Quality Score(QS), higher QS indicates
better image quality. And we use our proposed DDS to evaluate the diversity of the generative
model, FID [12] to measure both quality and diversity. For a fair comparison, we would use 5k or
50k genearted images to calculate the FID, denoted as FID(5K) and FID(50K) respectively. 10k
images are used to calculate QS and DDS for the CIFAR-10 dataset. For the FFHQ, LSUN-cat, and
LSUN-bird datasets, we use 50k images to calculate the result of the FID, QS and DDS.
Implementation Details. For each baseline, we follow training settings in their experiments. We
only add quality loss and the resampling strategy during the training of each baseline. In order to
build the prior for each dataset, we apply ResNet101 [11] or InceptionV3 [30] to extract the features
for all the real images. The features we use are from the last average pooling layer. Without special
notes, we use ResNet101 to extract the features. Then we build the prior for each dataset. Specifically,
we set the number of Gaussian component to 35,70, 7, and 7, the resample weight α to 3,7,7,7 for
the CIFAR-10, FFHQ, LSUN-cat, and LSUN-bird, respectively, and the quality loss weight δ set to
0.1. More details could be found in the supplementary material.
4.1 Comparison with state-of-the-art Methods
In this section, we compare our results with other state-of-the-art methods. We conduct the exper-
iments on the CIFAR-10 dataset. The basic framework is an unconditional GAN, the generator
and discriminator network structure are the same as the ResNet structure adopted in the baseline
1More implementation details please refer to supplementary material.
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SNGAN WGAN-GP LSGAN
FID↓ QS↑ DDS↓ FID↓ QS↑ DDS↓ FID↓ QS↑ DDS↓
Baseline 13.78 0.429 0.488 19.65 0.410 0.532 34.90 0.367 0.545
+Prior 11.94 0.512 0.380 18.16 0.439 0.475 30.24 0.406 0.487
Table 2: Comparison of FID, QS, and DDS metrics on three different GANs: SNGAN, WGAN-GP
and LSGAN.
Figure 4: Visualization results of our generated images on FFHQ-256, LSUN-cat and LSUN-bird
datasets, our method can generate not only high quality but also diverse images.
SNGAN [20]. We use 5k randomly generated images to calculate the Inception score ten times
and report the mean and variance. For the FID, there are two different settings to calculate the
result, some methods [20, 12] use 5k generated images and 10k real images to calculate, while the
others [22, 31] use 50k generated and 50k real images to calculate. Using 50k generated images can
get a better result. For a fair comparison, we report both results and denote them as the FID(5k) and
the FID(50k). As shown in Table 1, our method (PriorSNGAN) outperforms the baseline SNGAN
and other state-of-the-art GANs. These results confirm the effectiveness of our proposed real data
prior to GAN training.
4.2 Prior for Various GANs
Our approach enjoys a high degree of flexibility and can be integrated into various kinds of GAN
frameworks. We choose some variants of GAN as baseline frameworks, such as LSGAN [19],
WGAN-GP [10], SNGAN [20], and then integrate our method into these frameworks for comparison.
For a fair comparison, we follow the same settings and architecture of GANs and only apply our
quality loss and the resampling strategy, which are denoted as +Prior.
We conducted experiments on the CIFAR-10 dataset, Table 2 reports a comparison of our method
with baseline models. We can observe that our methods outperform the corresponding baseline
GAN frameworks in terms of FID, QS, and DDS metrics, which demonstrate the superiority of our
proposed framework.
4.3 Prior for Various Datasets
We also try to apply our proposed prior for various datasets, such as FFHQ-256, LSUN-cat and LSUN-
bird. StyleGAN [16] recently achieve great success for high-resolution image generation. In this
section, we try to combine our method with StyleGAN and evaluate the results on these datasets. We
apply two different pre-trained models, ResNet101 [11] and InceptionV3 [30] to extract deep features
for building the GMM model. We call them +Prior(R101) and +Prior(InV3), respectively. The
quantitative results are shown in Table 3. We can observe that our approach can effectively improve
the quality(QS), diversity(DDS), and the overall score(FID) over the strong baseline StyleGAN by
large margins on all datasets. And the real data prior build on the feature extracted with InceptionV3
model achieves better results than ResNet101, one possible reason is that the evaluation methods are
also based on InceptionV3 model. Some visualization results are shown in Figure 4.
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FFHQ-256 LSUN-cat LSUN-bird
FID↓ QS↑ DDS↓ FID↓ QS↑ DDS↓ FID↓ QS↑ DDS↓
StyleGAN 11.69 0.703 0.250 9.66 0.486 0.203 10.26 0.513 0.136
+Prior(R101) 8.79 0.724 0.199 8.25 0.526 0.162 9.04 0.530 0.109
+Prior(InV3) 7.12 0.749 0.170 7.21 0.553 0.151 8.44 0.554 0.086
Table 3: Comparison of FID, QS, and DDS metrics on three different datasets: FFHQ-256, LSUN-cat,
and LSUN-bird.
FFHQ-256 LSUN-cat LSUN-bird
FID↓ QS↑ DDS↓ FID↓ QS↑ DDS↓ FID↓ QS↑ DDS↓
StyleGAN 11.69 0.703 0.250 9.66 0.486 0.203 10.26 0.513 0.136
StyleGAN +LQ 9.75 0.732 0.229 8.85 0.531 0.188 9.17 0.534 0.123
StyleGAN +RS 10.00 0.715 0.196 9.11 0.505 0.149 9.79 0.521 0.095
Table 4: Ablation study of our proposed prior with only quality loss and only resampling strategy.
M FID↓ QS↑ DDS↓
5 7.26 0.548 0.156
7 7.21 0.553 0.151
10 7.32 0.552 0.159
20 7.36 0.549 0.163
50 7.45 0.543 0.177
Table 5: PriorGAN results on
LSUN-cat dataset with differ-
ent number of Gaussian com-
ponents M .
δ FID↓ QS↑ DDS↓
0.03 8.31 0.509 0.191
0.07 7.82 0.529 0.201
0.10 7.66 0.550 0.195
0.15 8.11 0.578 0.220
0.2 8.29 0.586 0.227
Table 6: PriorGAN results on
LSUN-cat dataset with differ-
ent quality loss weight δ.
α FID↓ QS↑ DDS↓
1 8.76 0.499 0.177
3 8.35 0.506 0.162
5 8.30 0.514 0.143
7 8.08 0.521 0.149
9 8.16 0.515 0.145
Table 7: PriorGAN results on
LSUN-cat dataset with differ-
ent resample weight α.
4.4 Ablation Study
To validate the effectiveness of our proposed two key methods: the quality loss and resampling
strategy, we apply additional experiments on FFHQ-256, LSUN-cat, LSUN-bird dataset. The quality
loss LQ and resampling strategy are applied independently to StyleGAN. The resulting models are
called StyleGAN +LQ and StyleGAN +RS. The results are shown in Table 4. We can observe that
adding the loss function LQ mainly improve QS, which indicates the loss function LQ mainly solve
the low quality problem. Adding the resampling strategy can get a lower DDS, which indicates
that the resampling strategy mainly solves the missing modes problem. This further validates the
effectiveness of our proposed methods.
4.5 Hyper Parameter Analysis
In this section, we conduct experiments to investigate the sensitiveness of the number of Gaussian
components M , quality loss weight δ, and resample weight α in our proposed method. All the
experiments are applied to the LSUN-cat dataset.
To reduce the computation cost, we apply PCA on the feature extracted from InceptionV3 model and
keep 98% of the total variance by default. First, we explore how the number of Gaussian components
M affects the results. We set M to 5,7,10,20,50 and test the results on LSUN-cat dataset, we show
the results in Table 5. The results are not very sensitive to M and we achieve the best performance
when setting it to 7. Besides, we set M to 7 and explore how quality loss weight δ and resample
weight α affects the performance, the results are shown in Table 6, 7.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze current GANs suffer from low quality and missing modes problem. To
tackle this problem, we propose a novel method which builds a GMM prior on deep feature space, by
using this GMM prior, we propose quality loss to increase generated image quality and resampling
strategy to enrich the diversity. Experiments have shown our method can easily insert into any GAN
baseline and outperforms state-of-the-art by large margins.
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Broader Impact
Our PriorGAN is a general method for image generation. From the positive aspect, many generation
tasks like image-to-image translation, image editing will benefit from it. We hope our work will serve
as a solid baseline and can ease future research in generative models. From the negative aspect, our
method can also be applied to some image manipulation techniques, which may cause severe trust
issues and security concerns in our society.
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